The Paige style Lanczos algorithm is an iterative method for finding a few eigenvalues of large sparse symmetric matrices. Some beautiful relationships among the elements of the eigenvectors of a symmetric tridiagonal matrix are used to derive a perverse starting vector which delays convergence as long as possible. Why i such slow convergence is never seen in practice is also examined.
1. Introduction. In 1950 Lanczos [2] presented an algorithm for reducing a symmetric matrix, call it 4, to tridiagonal form. The algorithm begins with an arbitrary unit vector qx. It produces a tridiagonal matrix T and an orthogonal matrix ß such that (1) Q*AQ=T and Qex =qy.
In practice the algorithm could not compete in speed or accuracy with later methods based on explicit orthogonal transformations.
In 1971 Paige [3] introduced a modified version of the algorithm which could be used effectively to find a few eigenvalues, and their eigenvectors too if desired, of a large sparse symmetric matrix. Paige suggested terminating the process prematurely at, say, the /th step with T-the / x / leading principal minor of T and ß;-the first / columns of ß in hand. In exact arithmetic Paige was unable to prove that convergence of some Ritz value must occur before / = n = dim(4) at which point, in exact arithmetic, T is similar to A so that all the "approximations" are exact and all the bounds are zero.
There are several interesting unresolved problems connected with the Lanczos process. Except in its last section, this paper is restricted to the theoretical behavior of the algorithm in the context of exact arithmetic. In the following section we derive some beautiful relationships among the elements of the eigenvectors of a symmetric tridiagonal matrix which may be of interest in their own right. In Section 3 these results are applied to obtain formulas for the Lanczos starting vector. In Section 4 these formulas are used to find a perverse starting vector for matrices with well-separated eigenvalues which delays convergence until / = «. Section 5 generalizes the construction to matrices with close or multiple eigenvalues to yield a vector which delays convergence for a long time. The final section will indicate why such slow convergence is never seen in practice. Since Tx n is similar to 4, the Cauchy Interlace Theorem requires that the eigenvalues of Tn_x, call them p., p2, . . . , pn_x, satisfy the inequalities (3) X.<p. <x2 < < "«-l <x« Since Tx n, the tridiagonal matrix produced by the Lanczos algorithm, will be unreduced, the interlacing must be strict. The expression qx = Zpx clarifies their roles; Z is independent of the X,-, while p, is independent of Z.
Example. Let A = diag(l, 3, 5, 7, 9) and p¡ = 2/, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
x'0)xM0) = (1 -3)(1 -5)(1 -7)(1 -9)(1 -2)(1 -4)(1 -6)(1 -8) = 40320
x'(3)xM(3) = (3 -1)(3 -5)(3 -7)(3 -9)(3 -2)(3 -4)(3 -6)(3 -8) = 1440
x'(5)xM(5) = (5 -1)(5 -3)(5 -7)(5 -9)(5 -2)(5 -4)(5 -6)(5 -8) = 576
x'(7)xM(7) = (7 -1)(7 -3)(7 -5)(7 -9)(7 -2)(7 -4)(7 -6)(7 -8) = 1440
x'(9)xM(9) = (9 -1)(9 -3) (9 -5) (9 -7) (9 -2) (9 -4) (9 -6) (9 -8) = 40320, // V and W are nested Krylov subspaces of different dimensions, then \\Ay-yB\\ = \\PwAy-yd\\.
Proof. If V = Kjiqx) and W = Kkiqx) for k >/, then, since y G K¡iqx), Ay-yeeKj+xiqx)ç Kkiqx) = W.
We now examine the convergence properties of the Lanczos algorithm . The reader is directed to Section 1 for the terminology. By standard rounding error analysis (2) qx=Zpx+f, ll/ll <n3/2e, where e is the relative machine precision. In exact arithmetic, (3) Z*qx=px+Z*f.
Unless Z has some special symmetry, the term Z*/will swamp any tiny component of p,. That is, qx is unlikely to have any eigencomponents much smaller than e. Even if c/. had precisely the eigencomponents desired, the first step of the Lanczos algorithm would obliterate the small components unless the example were specially rigged. The first step of the algorithm computes q2 as (4) ßxq2=(A-axI)qx+f, where ||/|| < «3/2e \\A \\.
